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Nadine Meyer has won the 2016 Green Rose Prize for her manuscript *Chrysanthemum, Chrysanthemum*. Meyer wins a $2,000 award and publication of her manuscript in the spring of 2017.

Nadine Sabra Meyer’s first book of poems, *The Anatomy Theater*, won the National Poetry Series and was published by HarperCollins. Her poems have won the New Letters Prize for Poetry, the Meridian Editor’s Prize, and a Pushcart Prize. Nadine holds a B.A. from Johns Hopkins University, an M.F.A. from George Mason University and a Ph.D. from the University of Missouri, Columbia. Poems from her forthcoming book, *Chrysanthemum, Chrysanthemum*, have appeared in numerous literary journals including *The Southern Review*, *Literary Imagination*, *Boulevard*, *North American Review*, *The Missouri Review*, *Prairie Schooner*, and *Ploughshares*. Nadine is an Associate Professor at Gettysburg College.

Also accepted for publication:

* A Passion According to Green by Mark Irwin
* Small Gods by Matthew Minicucci

The Green Rose Prize is awarded to an author who has previously published at least one full-length book of poems. Winners are chosen by the editors of New Issues Press.